1. Overall status of AWAKE
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AWAKE Run 2 original plan
• Preparing AWAKE Run 2, after CERN LS2 and before LS3, 2021–4.
- Accelerate electron bunch to higher energies.
- Demonstrate beam quality preservation.
- Demonstrate scalability of plasma sources.

Preliminary Run 2 electron beam parameters

• Goal: after Run 2, in a position to provide
beam for particle physics experiments

E. Adli (AWAKE Collaboration), IPAC 2016
proceedings, p.2557 (WEPMY008).
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Current AWAKE status and plans
•

See slides from Edda presented at SPSC open meeting, 13 October 2020:

https://indico.cern.ch/event/962697/contributions/4050037/attachments/2121428/3571474/2020-10-13-Edda-AWAKE-SPSC-my.pdf

•

Taken slides from this presentation.

•

In brief:
✓ AWAKE programme is well-supported and thought highly of in CERN.
-

However, it is clear that CERN is not taking a lead in plasma wakefield
acceleration.

✓ We are now looking at a ~10 year programme which should allow us to
achieve our goals. Maybe we can conceive of HEP application
immediately after that.
-

We will have to address this with STFC.

✓ UK work is being integrated into the overall project.
-

More UK connection with AWAKE needs to happen.
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• Note, also five Run 1 publications submitted in 2020, one UK-led.
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The key slide
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Summary and relation to UK work
• Run 2a (2021−22)
‣ This uses the ~same equipment as Run 1.
‣ Spectrometer will be on, but probably not too much use (UCL).
‣ Initial beam lines obviously needed (Lancaster, Oxford).
‣ New BPMs to be installed (Oxford).
‣ Other new diagnostics NOT to be included.
• Run 2b (2023−24)
‣ Main change is new plasma cell.
‣ We need to ensure that we do electron acceleration. Possibly higher
energy, if not high beam quality; can still be very significant.
‣ Additional UK work:
๏ Plasma diagnostics (Oxford/RAL, Strathcylde — need to integrate)
๏ Beam diagnostics (Liverpool, Manchester — need to integrate)
๏ Simulations (Strathcylde — need to integrate, already involved in Run
2a ?)
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Summary and relation to UK work II
• Run 2c (2027−)
‣ This is the main programme: two plasma cells, new electron injector, extra
diagnostics, etc..
‣ Most UK work, e.g. upgraded spectrometer, new beam diagnostics, new
beam line etc. is aimed at this period.
‣ This comes very late … .
‣ Run 2d (2027−)
‣ Test and use of scalable plasma cells.
‣ This comes very late, realistically later than 2027.
‣ Additional UK work:
๏ Discharge plasma source (Imperial).
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Status at/with CERN
• AWAKE is in CERN’s Mid-Term Plan. Funds have been set aside (16 MCHF)
for 10 years.
• Runs 2a and 2b are ~ approved.
‣ Physics case seen and discussed by SPS Committee, funds from CERN
and MPI.
‣ Work ongoing to realise these experiments.
• Runs 2c and 2d are in the process of being approved.
‣ Writing a physics summary document for SPS Committee by December.
To be considered in January SPS Committee meeting.
‣ Cost and schedule review early (?) next year for Run 2.
• We need to ensure that all UK work is fully integrated and part of the plan.
Some is, some could be more so.
‣ Any new system potentially requires significant investment from CERN,
modification of beam line or plasma cell, etc. and so needs to be identified
early.
‣ UK work needs to be fully integrated for a future STFC review …
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2. Status with STFC
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Grants, review, etc.
Grants
• After initial award of 1-year grant, 2nd year has been awarded as add-on.
‣ After tough review, I think STFC look on AWAKE(-UK) positively.
‣ The add-on should allow for flexibility, ability to hire RAs, inclusion of work
in AWAKE baseline, long-term planning.
‣ We have funds Apr/2020 − Mar/2022.
Review
• STFC to hold a review to determine follow-on funding.
‣ Still do not know of timescales or scope. Should be sometime in first half
of next year.
‣ We will have to discuss the significantly stretched AWAKE schedule.
‣ All UK work has to be integrated.
• I have a meeting with Charlotte and Dave next week about something else —
is there anything I should bring up about AWAKE(-UK) ?
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3. Round table of status
from each group
a. Imperial
b. Lancaster
c. Liverpool
d. Manchester
e. Oxford
f. Strathclyde
g. UCL
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AWAKE-UK work
• After a very tough review process, much of the proposal was funded:
- Workpackage 1, Design and optimisation of the witness electron bunch.
- Task 2.2, Bunch length diagnostics (THz radiation and coherent radiation
parts)
- Task 2.3, Transverse beam profile measurements
- Task 2.4, Measurement of electron energy distribution
- Task 2.5, Measurement of accelerated electron bunch emittance
- Task 3.1, Scalable discharge plasma source
- Task 3.2, Diagnostic to measure the plasma wakefields
- Task 3.3, Spatiotemporal plasma afterglow metrology
- Task 3.4, Theory and simulation studies
• Two parts were not funded:
- Task 2.1, Upgrade of pepper-pot system
- Task 2.2, Downstream electron EO measurement
All to fit in a £4M funding envelope over 5 years.
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4. Project management
overview
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Some ideas on meetings
• We will need to have project management and general AWAKE-UK
management meetings. How regularly ?
‣ Presumably we will have oversight meetings (every 6 months ?)
• We will have the STFC review meeting and need to prepare for that.
• We should have an AWAKE-UK Collaboration meeting:
‣ Should have when (most) people (new PDRAs, students) are in place.
‣ We see how Covid-19 develops, but if early in the year, likely will be
online.
‣ If was in-person and as these things used to be, would recommend 1 day
with talks from young researchers and a management meeting.
‣ Depends on when STFC review is.
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AWAKE-UK finances
• Main changes to proposal finances and to get under £4M:
- Pepper pot and EO measurement not funded.
- Use £0.1M working allowance from Run 1 funding.
- Reduced travel, £669k to £501k.
- Remove 1 year of PDRA from UCL.
- Various parts re-profiled, with little or no cost change, e.g. equipment in
year 2, Bernhard’s PDRA in first two years, etc.
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